Press Release No. 1
News about Bharat Electronics Limited

The media had reports that Bharat Electronics joins hands with Motorola in broadband, push-to-talk service field

The Exchange, in order to verify the accuracy or otherwise of the information reported in the media and to inform the marketplace so that the interest of the investors is safeguarded, has written to the company.

Response from the company is awaited

Press Release No. 2
Clarification by Exide Industries Limited

Significant increase in volume has been observed in Exide Industries Limited

The Exchange, in order to ensure that investors have latest relevant information about the company and to inform the marketplace so that the interest of the investors is safeguarded, has written to the company.

Response from the company is awaited

Press Release No. 3
News about Fortis Healthcare Limited

The media had reports that Sebi slaps Rs 21 cr fine on 52 entities in Religare Finvest fund case

The Exchange, in order to verify the accuracy or otherwise of the information reported in the media and to inform the marketplace so that the interest of the investors is safeguarded, had written to the company on November 02, 2022.

A copy of the clarification is available on the NSE website (http://www.nseindia.com) under (List > Corporate filings > Announcements)
Press Release No. 4
Clarification by Indian Overseas Bank

Significant increase in volume has been observed in Indian Overseas Bank. The Exchange, in order to ensure that investors have latest relevant information about the company and to inform the marketplace so that the interest of the investors is safeguarded, has written to the company. Response from the company is awaited.

Press Release No. 5
News about Reliance Capital Limited

The media had reports that Reliance Cap bidders raise issues with Rs 20,000 cr financial implication. The Exchange, in order to verify the accuracy or otherwise of the information reported in the media and to inform the marketplace so that the interest of the investors is safeguarded, had written to the company on November 03, 2022.

A copy of the clarification is available on the NSE website (http://www.nseindia.com) under (List > Corporate filings > Announcements)

Press Release No. 6
News about Reliance Industries Limited

The media had reports that Reliance Retail to foray into salon business by acquiring Naturals: Report. The Exchange, in order to verify the accuracy or otherwise of the information reported in the media and to inform the marketplace so that the interest of the investors is safeguarded, has written to the company. Response from the company is awaited.
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Press Release No. 7
Clarification by Star Health and Allied Insurance Company Limited

Significant increase in volume has been observed in Star Health and Allied Insurance Company Limited

The Exchange, in order to ensure that investors have latest relevant information about the company and to inform the marketplace so that the interest of the investors is safeguarded, had written to the company on November 03, 2022.

A copy of the clarification is available on the NSE website (http://www.nseindia.com) under (List > Corporate filings > Announcements)

Press Release No. 8
News about Suven Pharmaceuticals Limited

The media had reports that Blackstone, Advent International in talks to buy controlling stake in Suven Pharma: Report

The Exchange, in order to verify the accuracy or otherwise of the information reported in the media and to inform the marketplace so that the interest of the investors is safeguarded, has written to the company.

A copy of the clarification is available on the NSE website (http://www.nseindia.com) under (List > Corporate filings > Announcements)